Crime in the City

Kate Daniels in Atlanta UF* – Ilona Andrews
Pathologist Quirke in Dublin – by Benjamin Black
PI Aimée Leduc in Paris – Cara Black
Carlotta Wren in Atlanta – Stephanie Bond
Det. Archie Sheridan in Portland – Chelsea Cain
Insp. Montalbano in Vigata - Andrea Camilleri
Katie Lightfoot in Savannah – Bailey Cates
Carmela Bertrand in New Orleans – Laura Childs
Dixie Hemingway in Sarasota – Blaize Clement
Det. Harry Bosch in LA - Michael Connelly
Dan Rhodes in Clearview, TX – Bill Crider
Det. Molloel in Nairobi - Richard Crompton
Pepper Martin in Cleveland – Casey Daniels
DI Frost in Oxford – Colin Dexter
Charlie Madigan in Atlanta UF* – Kelly Gay
Det. John Ceepak, the Jersey Shore - Chris Grabenstein
PI Kinsey Millhone in Santa Barbara – Sue Grafton
Gregor Demarkian in Philadelphia – Jane Haddam
PI Vish Puri in Dehli - Tarquin Hall
PI Michael Kelly in Chicago – Michael Harvey
Harry Bronson in Dallas – L.C. Hayden
Andrew Yancy in Key West – Carl Hiaasen
Kate Holly in Atlanta – Charlotte Hughes
Tara Holloway in Dallas – Diane Kelly
Gladdy Gold in Fort Lauderdale – Rita Lakin
Commissario Guido Brunetti in Venice – Donna Leon
PI Tess Monaghan in Baltimore – Laura Lippman
Dismas Hardy in San Francisco - John Lescroart
Nora Blackbird in Philadelphia – Nancy Martin
Det. Li Yan in Beijing – Peter May
DS Alex Morrow in Glasgow – Denise Mina
PI Easy Rawlins in LA – Walter Mosley
Sharon McCone in San Francisco – Marcia Muller
Det. Harry Hole in Oslo – Jo Nesbo
Det. Jack Lennon in Belfast – Stuart Neville
PI Spencer in Boston - Robert B. Parker
DCI Rebus in Edinburgh – Ian Rankin
DI Alan Banks in Eastvale – Peter Robinson
Det. Ari Greene in Toronto – Robert Rotenberg
Lucas Davenport in Minneapolis – John Sandford
Special Agent Will Trent in Atlanta – Karin Slaughter
Det. Skip Langdon in New Orleans – Julie Smith
Insp. Arkady Renko in Moscow – Martin Cruz Smith
PI Hector Belascoaran Shayne in Mexico City – Paco Ignacio Taibo

Callahan Garrity in Atlanta – Kathy Hogan Trocheck
Josie Marcus in St. Louis – Elaine Viets
Helen Hawthorne in Ft. Lauderdale – Elaine Viets

* Urban Fantasy